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Attention all chemical investment decision-makers.

Are you...

- looking for a secure and profitable location for your next chemical plant or other chemical investment projects?

- keen to minimize investment costs by maximizing synergies with existing operators via co-siting, partnering or sharing site services?

- searching for reliable up-to-date information on investment opportunities at chemical sites with a proven track record?
Then look no further, Europe is the place for you and ECSPP is your one-stop guide to the chemical sites of Europe.

**Europe – your location of choice**

With its unrivalled chemical business culture and tradition, Europe offers today’s international chemical company everything it needs to achieve its manufacturing, marketing and financial growth ambitions in a stable and low-risk environment.

**Just look at what Europe brings to the table:**

- market of 500 million discerning consumers
- volume demand growth in chemicals greater than in Asia
- leading-edge technological expertise in chemicals manufacture
- world-class logistical infrastructure for chemicals
- highly-productive skilled labour
- strategically-located to serve world markets
- high-quality technical education programmes
- friendly fiscal climate offering tailor-made solutions
- environmental compliance seen as a business opportunity
- best-in-class operational safety record
- important win/win benefits via co-siting, outsourcing etc.
ECSPP stands for European Chemical Site Promotion Platform, a non-profit Association launched in 2005 to represent chemical parks and sites in Europe. Its primary remit is to raise awareness about Europe as an attractive location for future chemical investments.
Why not cut yourself some slack? Save time, money and energy in your site selection procedures...

Let ECSPP take the strain... Simply surf to the ECSPP website (www.ecspp.org) and get all the information you need at the click of a button!
By using ECSPP’s free-of-charge services, your search for the right site for your next chemical investment becomes simple and stress-free.

ECSPP’s unique website www.ecspp.org provides all the information you need to know on chemical sites in Europe at one go:

- detailed maps of exact locations
- availability of spare land for new investments
- raw material and feedstock supply sources
- intermediate and finished product capacities
- utility and industrial gas capabilities
- logistical infrastructure and services
- waste management and ancillary site services/amenities

In short, everything you need to make an informed decision about the optimal location for you.

Each chemical site on the ECSPP website has its own profile web-page, where you can find all the above data for that particular site in a standardized format. As an added service, via the ECSPP website you can also get a direct link to each of the individual home websites of the ECSPP member organizations.
ECSPP… your unique one-stop partner for chemical sites selection in Europe.
Interested in further information about ECSPP?

Please contact:

ECSPP Secretariat
2508 CH The Hague
Netherlands

Tel: +31 70 312 39 27
Fax: +31 70 363 63 48
E-Mail: admin@ecspp.org